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I have been teaching people about stress for over three decades as I begin this next chapter in
my life. I have taught and wrote about how un managed stress affects our health, wellness,
longevity and ability to lose weight. I taught how unmanaged stress causes us to procrastinate
and self-sabotage our personal development. I taught that stress was not good or bad it was
simply a survival response. I have traveled the world, building clinics and lecturing on stress.
But, it wasn’t until I faced a life changing event that I finally understood the mastery of stress.
In the new book, “The Seven Steps to Stress Mastery” I will share the story in detail for now I tell
you this, Stress Mastery is when one lives in a state of peace and remains in this state no matter
what is taking place in the environment around them. Stress Mastery is about living in an inner
environment that is not affected by the outer. The Seven Steps to Stress Mastery is a step by

step process that takes you from the science to the spirituality of stress management. I am very
happy to give this introduction to you as I finish the upcoming book.
Bill Cortright
Miami, Florida
2017

Stress?
“Man surprised me most about humanity. Because he sacrifices his health in order to make
money. Then he sacrifices money to recuperate his health. And then he is so anxious about
the future that he does not enjoy the present; the result being that he does not live in the
present or the future; he lives as if he is never going to die, and then dies having never really
lived.”
― James J. Lachard
The Stress Response is the most primitive, hormonal, survival response we have. It can never be
shut off, only managed. It is the management of this response that determines our long-term
health and wellness. Stress is not subjective it is objective which means it can be measured and
managed with scientific precision. The first step in stress management is to first understand
what stress is? What affects it has on our physiology and personal growth? Finally, to know
what steps you must take in order to manage stress?

STRESS AND PHYSICAL ILLNESS
Psychological Aspects and Stress
Though available to all of us, the state of peace is reached by very few people. The inner
experience of most people is marked by constant stress. “The Seven Steps to Stress Mastery”
are the steps one needs to take to master stress. These steps take you from the science of the
physiology to the higher energy of the spirituality of managing stress. Simply put, once stress
is mastered we experience Peace. Most of the stress that results in emotional and physical
disorders in our society is “psychological” in origin. Our response to stress depends on our
“stress management” and, this is tied directly to our diet, exercise, personal and spiritual
development. It does not matter how much stress we have it only matters can the body

recuperate from the day. I define wellness as the body having the ability to repair and
recuperate no matter the outside circumstances.
The main stress to the majority of us, most of the time, is not due to external stimuli, but to
the pressure of our own suppressed emotions. In other words, it’s our interpretation of the
external event that causes us stress. Most people don't realize that they are creating stress
from their programmed emotions and is happening unconsciously. These suppressed emotions
or what I call Programs, become the primary stressor so that, even in a calm external
environment, we are still subject to chronic, internal stress. Emotions come from the programs
that we have in our subconscious mind. These programs originate from the Tribalization
Process of early childhood and they make up our habits, beliefs and values. These programs are
part of our everyday operating system of the mind and are protected by the Comfort Zone Cage
which is designed by nature to be homeostatic, in other words, designed never to change.
It is important to understand that the subconscious mind controls the body, so the thoughts we
hold in mind have a direct effect on the body itself. This means that if you have a thought of
worry, fear, anxiety, you will experience in the body the effects of anxiety, edginess, as the
stress response is activated. We can observe that the external stress factors are merely the
straws that eventually break the camel’s back. The main stress load is what we carry around
with us in our heads. The psychological programming in our society is so extensive that, for
most people, even relaxing and enjoying a vacation is a problem. (Guilt says we “should” be
doing something else.) There is disappointment when immediate relaxation does not occur.
There is restlessness and the endless pursuit of “fun” activities to avoid the pain of facing our
own inner self. Most busy executives begin to secretly look forward to getting back to work
while they are on vacation. They may outwardly grumble about their heavy workload, but
when they return to the busy accustomed routine, they feel normal again.
The effects of suppressed and repressed feelings plus stress-precipitating factors are
responsible for most emotional and physical illnesses. There is an emotional-psychological
component in all diseases and, because of this, it is possible to reverse the disease process by
removing the internal stress factors. These would be your negative programs that are creating
negative thoughts that are causing the stress response to fire. It’s here where Personal
Development becomes essential if one is to Master stress. But, personal growth cannot and
will not happen if the physical Stress Response is not managed.

Medical Aspects of Stress
Stress is our response to a perceived threat (real or imaginary) to our security or bodily
equilibrium. The stimulus may be internal or external. It may be physical, mental, or emotional.
Basic research into the body’s physical response to stress was done by Dr. Hans Selye and Dr.
Walter Cannon. Selye described what he called the “general adaptation syndrome.” In response
to a stressful stimulus, the body first goes through an alarm reaction, then secondly a stage of

resistance, and if the stimulus continues, it may result in the third stage of exhaustion
syndrome.
Stage One
The alarm reaction occurs via the pathway of the cerebral cortex hypothalamus (lower brain)
adrenal glands blood stream (cortisol and adrenalin). In addition, there is the release of brain
hormones and stimulation of the body’s sympathetic nervous system (Red Zone will discuss
later). The adrenalin then goes to all the body’s organs and prepares them for fight or flight.
Many people, especially high level executives, learn to live off the adrenalin “high” of
constant challenges. The threat to survival of the intense competition keeps the adrenalin
flowing. Typically, they get depressed on weekends or vacations. They are addicted to
excitement and abnormal stimulation. They get used to the semi-euphoria induced by the high
levels of cortisol.
Stage Two
The second stage, that of resistance, is the body’s attempt to restore homeostatic balance. It
involves hormonal changes and shifts in metabolism and mineral balance. Commonly, there is
sodium, accompanied by water retention in the tissues. Some executives, for instance,
develop swollen ankles as the week goes on, and then on Friday evening they have frequency
of urination. They complain of a letdown due to the sudden decrease in the level of the
cortisol hormone (more on this later). In addition to a somewhat euphoric effect, cortisol also
has an anesthetic effect; therefore, during the letdown period of low-cortisol production,
weekenders may notice physical symptoms that were ignored during the excitement of the
work week, and they may complain of many aches and pains over the weekend that weren’t
experienced while at work. Cortisol is our body’s natural anti-inflammatory and when it is low
we experience inflammation and pain. Low cortisol is always present in arthritic disease and
some autoimmune diseases such as fibromyalgia.
Stage Three
The third stage is exhaustion. If stress continues unabated beyond the capacity of the body’s
coping mechanisms, eventually they begin to fail. The state of adrenal exhaustion sets in. The
body’s defenses have become too weak to counter the effects of stress. There is suppression of
the immune system. The body’s organs begin to show pathologic changes due to the long
exposure to stress hormones. The energy that has been stored by the body becomes depleted,
leading eventually to disease, and finally death of the organism.
During the acute alarm reaction, the stomach’s natural movement halts, digestion stops, and
the blood supply to the stomach’s lining is decreased. As stress continues, due to imbalance of
the nervous system and hormone changes, hyperacidity and over-production of digestive
enzymes occur. The heightened digestive enzymes and hydrochloric acid, acting on the
weakened gastrointestinal lining, result in ulceration, producing stress ulcers. With continued

stress, the ulcers may hemorrhage or perforate and precipitate a medical catastrophe. In other
cases, the reaction to chronic, abnormal stress may be failure to produce hydrochloric acid or
enzymes, resulting in chronic indigestion and poor nutrition. Besides the gastrointestinal
tract, the cardiovascular system also reacts to stress by an alarm reaction. As the stress
becomes chronic, the heart, blood vessels, and kidneys may go through damage
(Inflammation) resulting in hypertension and/ or coronary disease. The stress is eventually
responsible for strokes, heart attacks, and hypertension, all of which are major causes of death
in the United States.

Red Zone vs. Green Zone
The body has three nervous systems: 1) the voluntary network of nerves under conscious
control and distributed primarily to voluntary muscles; 2) the involuntary or autonomic
nervous system, the sympathetic and parasympathetic (Red Zone-Green Zone), which is
usually unconscious and controls the body’s organs and physiological functions, such as heart
beat, blood flow and distribution, digestion, and body chemistries; 3) the acupuncture
system, which transmits the bio-energy to all the body’s structures and internal organs. This
third system is least known in Western medicine but long understood in Eastern medicine and
society.
Real Stress Management is focused on the involuntary nervous system. Wellness, stress
management, even real weight loss (Fat), is determined by the management of this nervous
system. We are wired and programmed for survival and the sympathetic nervous system (Red
Zone) is the key when we are stressed and the parasympathetic nervous system (Green Zone) is
the key when we seek wellness.

Red Zone

The RedZone®

Elevated Stress
Hormones
Digestion and Immune
System Shut Down

Increased Heart
Rate and
Breathing Pattern
Fat Storing
Blood Flow
Directed to
the Limbs

Body Breakdown
Elevated Sugar

Let’s look at how the body reacts when we get stressed. We see the Saber-Tooth Tiger or you
are stuck in traffic late for an appointment, immediately the stress response fires off turning on
the sympathetic nervous system (Red Zone). As the Red Zone is initiated the body immediately
goes into fight-or-flight mode. The prefrontal cortex of the brain is shut down. This is the
reasoning part of the brain, there is no time to reason it is time to react and get the hell out of
there. Blood flow normally flows thru our arties like a garden hose increases when the RZ kicks
in, the flow is now more like a fire hose blasting the blood flow toward the limbs. This causes
arterial inflammation that can lead to a heart attack or stroke. The body is in a state of
emergency so it shuts down all unnecessary bodily functions. Digestion is shut down, hormone
production is shut down, immune system is shut down, kidney output is reversed to retain
water so the blood pressure increases. In the Red Zone the body is in a complete reactive state
which is important if you are running from the tiger, but what about the Red Zone while in
traffic, at work, dealing with family or on vacation?
The stress response is designed to get us out of harm’s way without reasoning thought. The
stress response is one of our survival responses the other less know opposing response is called
the Plan-Pause Response, the Green Zone.

Green Zone

The GreenZone®

Reduced Stress
Hormones Increased
Anti-Aging Hormones
Digestive and Immune
System is Enhanced

Decreased Heart
Rate and Breathing
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Blood Flow Directed
to the Brain

Body Recuperation
Balanced Sugar

The stress response is a signal that there is danger. Once we get away from the stressful
situation and are in safe surroundings, the nervous system is supposed to switch over to the
parasympathetic nervous system, Green Zone (GZ). This is called the Plan-Pause Response.
Where the stress response would flip on the Red Zone to aid and protect us from danger, as it is
supposed to get us out of the dangerous situation, then shut down and flip the switch to the
Green Zone. It was in the Green Zone where we discovered fire, invented the wheel, created
tribes. In the Green Zone we are responsive, connected, and come up with our best ideas. It is
in the Green Zone where we connect to higher energy and spirit. We experience the GZ while
in a nice hot shower with the water pouring down our back as the nervous system flips we feel
peaceful. It is why we get such great ideas while under the hot water. The same occurrence
happens with proper exercise, meditation, journaling, talking to a trusted friend. In the GZ all
aspects of wellness are enhanced. Perfect digestion, enriched immune system, hormone
balance, high energy, and the brain is working at its highest level enhancing memory, creating
incredible ideas and connecting to our higher selves.
Real Stress Management is about living in the Green Zone. Stress Mastery is when you naturally
live in the GZ by resetting the operating system of your mind, then it doesn't matter what the
external stressors are, it only matters which part of the nervous system you are in while dealing
with the situation. In the Green Zone, we make rational well thought out decisions all the while
the body is operating at a high level, we are in the zone or a state of Peace.

Long Term Health and Energy-Unknown Nervous System
To touch base on the third nervous system, acupuncture system, which is responsible for what I
call ‘Life Energy’. In the acupuncture system, there is a flow of vital energies throughout the
physical body via the body’s invisible energy blueprint. This energy system is described as
having 12 main channels over the surface of the physical body, down the twelve major
acupuncture meridians. From these channels, there are many tributaries leading into the body’s
various organ systems. Abnormal distribution of energy into these meridians results in
dysfunction of the affected organs and eventually the evolvement of the disease process.
This vital bio-energy is the very flow of life itself. It is very quickly reactive to the stress
response. This bio-energy reacts from instant to instant due to fluctuating factors in our lives,
which are the changing patterns of our perceptions, thoughts, and feelings. The conventional
measurement of the body’s medical reactions is relatively slow. A fleeting thought, which may
be accompanied by an emotional pang, does not bring about a measurable change in the
body’s blood pressure or pulse in response; however, it instantly registers in the bioenergy
system where a variety of rapid changes can be observed by scientific, psychic, and clinical
methods.
The overall balance of the body’s acupuncture energy system is regulated by the activity of
the thymus gland. The bio-energy system is intimately connected to the body’s immune system
via the thymus gland. Chronic stress weakens the body’s immune system, suppresses the
thymus gland, and throws the bioenergy system out of balance. Strengthening the thymus
gland rebalances the bio-energy system. Mastering stress comes down to mastering the
acupuncture system

The Seven Steps to Stress Mastery

Stress is never going away and the stress response is never shutting off, so management is the
only option. The challenge we have is that we are built for survival and unfortunately our
survival DNA is still back in the cave. Our body does not know we are living in modern times
and we are not built for handling traffic, 24-hour news or technology. The challenge is that a
large part of today’s population is stuck 24-7 in the Red Zone creating conditions of chronic
stress.
The seven-step process is based on the science of stress and the bodies purpose of survival.
But, true stress mastery leads us to the higher realms where science transitions to spiritual
higher consciousness work. People can debate all they want but those who accomplish all seven
steps to stress mastery achieve a level of success and peace that few ever comprehend. The
reason I am writing “The Seven Steps to Stress Mastery” is because I believe this is all our
birthright. These steps are the perfect guide each step creates its own level of change.

What does Stress Mastery look like?
•

More stable mood, calmness and
centeredness

•

Higher adaptability & ability to solve
problems

•

Happier, more consistent sense of ease

•

•

Better self-esteem

More ease integrating learning
experiences

•

Feeling more in control & able to perform
work

•

Improved libido

•

Higher focus

•

Usual anxiety triggers no longer affect
them

•

Clearer thinking & decision-making

•

Higher / more stable energy

Better ability to take on work and tasks

•

•

•

Ease of digestion

Appetite regulation

•

•

Free of aches & pains

Peaceful State no matter what

•

Better circulation

Step One: Diet
The stress response never shuts off and the first step in mastering stress starts with our diet.
The body is built for survival and fat is our survival fuel. The diet rules are quite simple and in
the new book you will be taught on how to conduct your own experiment on your body using
the stages of eating. Our body talks to us through its signals of craving. The main thing to
understand with our diet is that the stress response responds to the diet in a balanced or
unbalanced manner. The two things that disrupt the stress response is not eating in a timely
manner and sugar.
The Stress Response
The response is triggered by any situation that we perceive as dangerous. It is also triggered
when we experience any type of change and it doesn’t matter if the change is good for us or
not. Finally, the stress response is triggered if someone or something activates one of your

subconscious Programs. These include your values and all your beliefs. So, if you believe that
the boss is going to be upset because you are late the stress response fires, it fires the same
way as if you were in life and death danger. The stress hormones release being led by the
cortisol hormone. These signals the body that it needs a fuel to fight or flight. The body then
brings up its sugar levels which is the fuel the body uses in stress situations. The body the
releases the insulin hormone

Sugar and the Stress Response
The diet is key in managing stress and a bad diet is the kiss of death when it comes to stress
management. Not eating breakfast, going too long between meals, not enough protein, all
contribute to increased stress and an imbalanced stress response. But, nothing contributes
more to stress than sugar. Sugar comes from all types of carbohydrates, grains, fruits, alcohol,
they all turn to sugar. If your body does not process sugar, the moment you consume any type
of carbohydrate you will experience an imbalanced stress response.

The big issue with sugar and stress is that it causes a roller coaster affect. The sugar causes the
stress response to jump high and then to slam down. When its high we feel good for the
moment, when its low we are tired and CRAVE sweets and carbs. Thus, we crave more sugar
and the whole process starts over. When the stress response is jumping up and down the
nervous system stays stuck in the Red Zone. You CANNOT burn fat in the Red Zone.

Step Two: Exercise
Exercise is rather confusing when it comes to managing stress as exercise is a form of stress.
The right exercise is exercise that your body can recuperate from. If you exercise too hard then
the body will get stuck in the Red Zone and have low cortisol hormone levels. The balance of
the cortisol hormone is essential for recuperation and well-being. Some of us are born to lift
weights and others are to run. It’s like at the race track where you have the pace car going
around the track at a nice slow pace and then the car veers off and the race cars take off.
Exercise is essential but you need to know if you are a pacer or a racer. It comes down to the
management of the cortisol hormone that drives the stress response.

Cortisol Hormone
In medicine the Cortisol hormone is very misunderstood. The reference ranges are from really
low to high and basically tell you nothing. Cortisol cascades throughout the day so it is
supposed to start high in the morning and then start dropping in mid-morning, still lower by
mid-afternoon to its lowest point in the evening.
When you test Cortisol, you are not looking for illness you are looking at stress. Cortisol’s job
is to prepare the body to start the day. It is high in the morning for this reason and one of its
main functions is to increase serotonin in the brain. Serotonin makes us feel happy and ready to
face the day. Low A.M. Cortisol results in low serotonin which results in depression.
Some people that run hot (high stress) have the Cortisol cycle reversed where it’s high at night
and low in the morning and will have issues with sleep. Cortisol is also our bodies natural antiinflammatory, too low we get aches and pains, too high we get muscle breakdown.

Step Three: Naming the Ego
Our daily actions come from the programming installed in our subconscious mind. This
programming is designed never to change and is protected by the comfort zone cage. The
subconscious programs hold all our values, beliefs, and habits and these are what make up our
self-concept or ego.
Every action we take or don’t take, every habit both good or bad, come the operating system
of the subconscious mind. The challenge that we have is that many of our programs come
during the first seven years of life. This process is what I call Tribalization and it is another of our
survival mechanisms. Tribalization is designed to get us to fit into our culture, society, religion
and most important into the tribes’ beliefs as fast as possible. Once these programs are
installed they are designed to never be uninstalled and they make up who you believe you are.
These programs cause us to stress out and react. In step three you begin developing selfawareness and this is the first step in re-setting your minds operating system. In this step, you
begin separating YOU from the concept of who you think you are and this process begins to
calm the nervous system towards the Green Zone.

Step Four: Letting Go
When we get to step four we are now managing the stress response and developing awareness
of that voice in our heads. It is in this step that we can now actively start resetting our operating
system of the subconscious mind. It is the technique that we learn in this step that allows us to
change long time habits and limiting beliefs. The art of letting go of old programs begins to
raise our conscious energy levels. When these levels raise two distinct things begin to happen,
first we now have broken old habits and patterns, second, we now are attracting new incredible
things, people and situations into our lives.

Step Five: Green Focus Power Hour
The Green Focus Power Hour (GFPH) is a powerful tool that is designed for the advance reset of
the subconscious Cage. It is a series of exercises that are performed in the morning to replace
old programs and set your day to start in the Green Zone. It is the GFPH that begins
transitioning you toward the more spiritual side of the stress mastery process. The GFPH can
have incredible impacts on one’s life in as little as 30-days. Step five will give you a lifetime tool
to set each day in the Green Zone which is the key in Stress Mastery.

Step Six: Meditation
We have all seen the studies on how meditation has a positive effect on all aspects of wellness
and longevity. But the true purpose of meditation is to develop the art of concentration. It is
mastering this art that brings you truly to stress mastery. Meditation has two very distinct
purposes in stress mastery, one to connect us to the superconscious mind which brings
everything in our lives and second to separate us from our ego. Meditation is the tool that
strengthens the self-awareness muscle.
Meditation done properly will flip the nervous system from Red Zone to Green Zone. Once
developed meditation is a tool that can be used at anytime, anywhere. We can literally flip from
Red to Green in a matter of seconds. As one nears stress mastery mediation becomes easier
and much more predominate in our lives as we are now going from science to spirit in our lives
journey.

Step Seven: Finding the NOW
Step seven is where we live the three-step spiritual practice. Step one is to be present and live
in the moment. It is in the NOW where we master stress because we no longer are concerned
about the past or future. Step two is self-awareness and this is the moment that you noticed
you were pulled from the present moment. It’s this awareness that allows you to release the
program that pulled you out of the moment. This leads to step three where we surrender to the
energy of that program back to the present, NOW.
The three-step practice is taking place all throughout the day and it’s this practice that takes us
to the surrendered conscious energy. It is this energy where you experience stress mastery. It is
simply a state of peace. You no longer see good and bad you just experience the event. It is an
incredible state that is very hard to put into words. Simply put stress mastery is peace.
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